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 download You like to record MIDI drums on your PC (i.e. you want to play instruments in Reason) but you have a full and
analogue drumset that is more natural and you want to play on the computer? Installed a new soundcard and would like to use

the drumkit that came with your new soundcard but the drum samples that you purchased are older and you don't like that. With
the Drumset MIDI 1.0.8 there's a new MIDI Converter that makes it easy to convert your old Roland MIDI files to the new
standard MIDI (only implemented for now and using a Mac) and then you can use the new Drumset MIDI plugin in Reason.

Main features of the Drumset MIDI 1.0.8: * Convert Roland MIDI files to new standard MIDI (Roland compatible) * Convert
Roland MIDI files to new standard MIDI (Mac compatible) * Convert Roland MIDI files to new standard MIDI (Windows

compatible) Important: * Drumset MIDI plugin for Reason 6 is implemented in Reason 6 only. * Just use the converter for the
downloaded Roland files and you're ready to go. No other files are needed. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 1. Unzip the

downloaded ZIP and copy the 'MIDIConverterPro.exe' and 'DrumsetMIDI.dll' to your Reason folder (find that folder by going
to your C:\Users\***\AppData\Local\Reason\ folder) 2. Start the Reason MIDI Converter You can now load all your Roland

files and play them on your PC. * For the Mac files: Just drag the 'DrumsetMIDI.dll' file into the sound slot on the MIDI tracks
in the sequencer * For the Windows files: Just drag the 'MIDIConverterPro.exe' file into the program files * If you don't find a

program file (you can just copy and paste it to the program files folder) just start it by double-clicking the
'MIDIConverterPro.exe' file 3. Use your Roland products (drums, pads, cymbals etc) like a normal drum kit. No need to remap,

assign, use the synthorolator etc. Note that you can not change 82157476af
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